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Discovery Evening 
Soirée Découverte 

 
Wed  7 Sept 2016 
Thu  8 Sept 2016 

Biologique 
At French Living we are keen to feature an increasing number of wines which are healthier and more 
respectful of the environment. These Discovery Evenings are an ideal opportunity to give you a taste of 
Organic, Biodynamic and Natural wines which will now be readily available from our new Wine list launched 
in August 2016 .           Organic wines are broadly made without chemicals in the vineyard other than copper 

sulphate (a natural -not synthesised- product) which is sprayed against mildew. The purpose of organics is to restore life in the vineyard and to 
encourage biodiversity. No chemical pesticides, fertilizers, fungicides, herbicides, in the growing process. No artificial or GM products used in the wine 
making process (since 2012).         Biodynamic takes this a stage further. It is based on a series of  preparations and remedies designed to stimulate 
and enrich the living organisms in the soil. Biodynamics is also about finding natural solutions to natural problems; it is holistic and pre-emptive and about 
discovering a natural balance in the vineyard. Ancestral lunar and solar rythms are taken into account. Natural practices (eg: quartz crystals spread in the 
vines to stimulate sun reflection; natural compost preparations to fertilize and encourage depth of roots).          Natural wine is the ultimate stage. 
It involves making the fewest number of physical interventions during the winemaking process. This means fermenting with the natural yeasts in the 
vineyard (rather than bought-in yeasts), no temperature control, no added acid, or sugar or tannins or flavouring, not filtering or fining, and adding the bare 
minimum (or zero) sulphur dioxide (used to prevent oxidation). Tonight’s wines are accompanied by foods from their respective regions.  

FRONTON CHATEAU PLAISANCE 2015  
This pinky & perky coral-hued rosé made north of Toulouse with 65% Négrette, 25% Syrah & 10% Gamay is a sheer joy, with a more-ish, floral white-peppery 

quality that cries: Drink me! 

MAGRET FUMÉ ET MAGRET SALÉ  
Amuses bouches of Smoked Duck Breast with Prune and Dried Duck Breast with Grape 

��� 
MUSCADET SUR LIE JO LANDRON 2014 

An early convert to Biodynamics, Jo Landron puts Muscadet in a totally different league. His Melon grape is treated like a King, producing a zippy wine with 
fabulous appeal & easy to drink, especially with fish and shellfish 

TARTARE DE POISSONS ET MOLLUSQUES 
Platter of raw Salmon, Tuna, Haddock, Mussel and Scallops marinated in Lime, Vanilla and Peppermint 

��� 
BERGERAC CHATEAU TOUR DES GENDRES 2014 

Dark red colour with violet tints. Expansive, warm nose of wild strawberries and myrtille with smoked notes and spice. Supple in the mouth with thick juicy 
fruit reinforcing the aromas found on the nose. Luc de Conti is a true “Vinarchiste”, looking for purity, intensity and character. 

NOIX D’ENTRECOTE DE BOEUF ET JAMBON CRU - REDUCTION AUX CEPES 
Beef rib steak circled in smoked mountain Ham with concentrated Cep Mushroom Jus, served with Seasonal Vegetables  

��� 
CÔTES DU RHÔNE TERRE DE MISTRAL 2015 

Blend of Grenache, Syrah and Carignan from Côtes du Rhône. Very much a natural wine with no filtering or fining. Soft, slightly cloudy purple colour and gentle 
flavours of blackberry, liquorice, pepper and nutmeg.  

FROMAGES DE LA VALLEE DU RHONE 
Sainte Marcellin & Saint Felicien are two delicate cow’s milk cheeses which will match our red wine. We chose not to select the goat’s cheese specialities from 

the southern Rhone area. 

��� 
JURANÇON MOËLLEUX DOMAINE LAPEYRE 

Sweet, but not too sweet 13.5% abv Gros Manseng, Petit Manseng & Courbu grown on the steep Pyrenées hills and picked as late as possible. It is made by 

Jean Bernard Larrieu, a thinker and innovator, constantly in search of excellence. 

COCKTAIL DE FRUITS D’ETE RAFRAICHIS AU JURANÇON  
Summer Fruit chilled in Jurancon wine syrup, served with Blackcurrant Macaron and Apricot sorbet 

��� 
Café 

100% Arabica Beans 
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